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CAMPUS NEWS

Farm to table now on campus
Students , faculty and staff members
at Grand Valley are adding a Laker
flavor to the farm-to-table concept.
In a new partnership between the
Office of Sustainability Practices and
Campus Dining , produce grown on
campus is now being incorporated into
meals served on campus.
Herbs and vegetab les are grown ,
harvested and packaged at Grand
Valley's Sustainable Agriculture Project,
a hands-on farming space that al lo ws
students , faculty and staff members to

learn about sustainab le agriculture.
Then , the produce is purchased , prepared
and served at Engrained , a campus
restaurant located in The Connection
on the Allendale Campus .
" The produce is grown less than a
few miles from the restaurant where
it's being prepared and served ," said
Dave Feen stra , project manager for the
Sustainable Agriculture Project. " It's a
beneficial co llaboration that exposes
students to where food comes from ."
Before the produce could be so ld and
served , a food risk safety assessment
through the Michigan Department of

Agricu lture and Rural Development had to
be completed , which included inspections
of equipment and procedures at SAP.
Feenstra said students and staff members
who harvest the produce completed an
extensive training program to learn about
food safety.
Aaron Johnson , food services director
for The Connection and sustainability
manager for Campus Dining , said the
collaboration began about two years ago.
" The partnership align s with Grand Valley's
commitment to sustainabi lity. It fosters
education and community engagement
among members of the campus
community," he said .
SAP was established in 2008 and includes
two hoophouses used for fall and winter
vegetab le production and a community
supported agriculture program .

Watch a video of farm to table
at www.gvsu.edu/gvmagazine.

classicfare.net /616.3Jl.364Z

Trustees approve property exchange to
grow health professions, nursing
Grand Va ll ey's Board of
Tru stees approved a
property exchange and
purchase in downtown
Grand Rapids to enable
the university to expand its
growing programs in nursing
and health professions.
The approva l came at a
specia l board meeting held
December 9 to consider
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the property deal with
Spectrum Health . Grand
Va lley is trading its parking
lot on Lafayette Avenue for
a Spectrum Hea lth parking
lot located next to Grand
Va lley's Cook-DeVos Center
for Health Sciences on
Michigan Street .
Grand Va lley's Lafayette lot
is slightl y le ss than an acre

(.88 acres) and is located
within the Heritage Hill
neighborhood. Spectrum
Health's parking lot is 1.4
acres located on Michigan
Street, providing more
options for Grand Va lley for
future expansion on the site.
In add iti on to the swap
of land , Grand Va lley wi ll
pay Spectrum Health $1.85

million in recognition of the
differences in size, location
and appraised va lue of
each parcel.
The university a lso owns
property on the north side
of the 1-196 expressway,
which is planned for
additiona l health campus
expansion over the next
25 years.

CAMPUS NEWS
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Supporters cut the ribbon November 10 in the Kirkhof Center to celebrate the naming of the
Milton E. Ford LGBT Resource Center. photo by Bernadine Carey-Tu cker
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LGBT Resource
Center named
for founder
Hundreds of supporters packed the
Kirkhof Center November 10 to celebrate
the naming of the Milton E. Ford LGBT
Resource Center.
The center is named for its founding
director; Ford died last March following
a battle with cancer.
Ford was a professor of English and
liberal studies during his 40-plus-year
career at Grand Valley but, as speakers
said during the ceremony, his other job
was to quietly press for creation of a
LGBT center on campus.
Wendy Wenner, interim vice president
for Inclusion and Equity, said she walked
alongside Ford and others who lobbied for
a LGBT center. "At one time, his office was
the center," Wenner said. "Under his name
on his door in Lake Ontario Hall were the
words, 'LGBT Resources."'
Wenner said Ford believed that
establishing a physical space for a
center was important for students.
" The center needed to be a symbol to
the LGBT community that they matter,"
she said. " It 's not just for the LGBT

community, it's for everyone . It helps
us all learn and grow."
President Thomas J. Haas we lcomed
the overflow crowd and said the event
recognized Ford 's name in connection
to the center as well as his legacy.
"We are creating a university that's
making a difference in people's lives,"
Haas said. "We are able to do that
because we have had colleagues like
Milt Ford, who had a quiet, persistent
way to help us all be a family, a
community of Lakers."
Gary Van Harn , Ford's partner, said
Ford started the endowment fund
for the center just weeks before he
died at age 72. Van Harn, assistant for
the Padnos International Center, said
it was now his charge to ensure the
center remains operational.
Colette Seguin Beighley, director
of the center, said the work that goes
on inside the center continues Ford's
vis ion , adding that his vision has
expanded beyond the center's wa ll s
to include scho larships, and annua l
programs like Change U. Seguin
Beighley also introduced members
of the newly chartered LGBT
Alumni Association.
Gayle R. Davis, provost and vice
president for Academic and Student
Affairs, led the ribbon cutting.

CAMPUS CHATTER
Dear @ GVSU thank you for giving me so many
opportunities to use my talents and for being filled
with such amazing people. ? ~1,-

£l Posted by @AbbyzRose on September
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Lakers bring a little
Grand Valley with
them on trips
How do you represent
Grand Val ley? Send a photo of
yourself sporting Laker gear
to gvmagazine@gvsu.edu
and it may be seen in a future
publication . Representing GV
is now online! Visit www.gvsu .
edu/gvmagazine to upload a
photo and see more Lakers.

Pictured are, from top, Cathy (Seggie)
Duda, '92, and art teacher Amy Tefft,
with a 2014 ArtPrize entry, "Inspired by
Chihuly," created by Northview Public
Schools students; Alison Taylor in Paris
during a study abroad trip; and Kyle
Richard and Sarah Byce at the Grand
Canyon National Park in Arizona.

15 , 2 014.
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CAMPUS NEWS

Two alumni appointed
to Board of Trustees

Jane Toot, professor of honors, leads a class discussion. The university's Accountability Report
shows enrollment at more than 25,000, plus retention and graduation rates near the top of
Michigan's public universities .
photo by Amanda Pitts

Accountability
Report shows strong
performance
Grand Valley's annual
Accountability Report shows
the university is attracting a
record number of students while
demonstrating exemplary results
in graduation and retention
rates. The report also shows the
university continues to hold down
tuition and administration costs
while providing a significant
economic impact to the region.
The report tracks more than
40 measures of university
performance and student
outcomes; it was released at the
November 7 Board of Trustees
meeting in Allendale.

CAMPUS CHATTER
Cleaning up the Grand River! #GVSU
#StudentEnvironmentalCoalition
#MayorsGrandRiverCleanup
9fi1 Posted by @kristian36trevino
~ on September 20,
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2014.

Highlights from the eighth annual
report are below.
• Grand Valley welcomed a record
number of first-year students in the
fall , bringing the total number of
students to 25 ,094, hitting a
major milestone for the university.
• Grand Valley ranks in the top three
of all public universities in Michigan
for graduation rates, and fourth
for retention .
• The university was rewarded by the
state Legislature and the governor
for a third year in a row with
appropriations based on performance.
• Tuition remains in the bottom half of
all Michigan public universities, while
receiving the lowest state funding
per student.
• The economic impact of Grand Valley
on Kent, Ottawa and Muskegon
counties is $730 million .
The full 2014-15 Accountability
Report can be viewed online at
www.gvsu .edu/accountability.

Gov. Rick Snyder
appointed two
Grand Valley alumni
to the university's
Board of Trustees.
Victor Cardenas,
assistant city
manager of
Novi , and Megan
Sall , business
Megan Sall
development
manager for
the Right Place
Program in Grand
Rapids , have been
appointed to eightyear terms ending
December 31 , 2022.
They succeeded
trustees Michael
Thomas of Freeland
Victor Cardenas
and Shelley Padnos
of Grand Rapids , whose terms expired
at the end of 2014.
Cardenas earned a bachelor's degree
in political science in 2000 and a
master's degree in public affairs from
Indiana University. The current assistant
city manager of Novi , Cardenas was
acting city manager during a vacancy
in the top job earlier this year. While at
Grand Valley, he was active in student
government and was elected president of
the Student Senate.
"I am honored , humbled and excited
to serve on my alma mater's Board of
Trustees ," said Cardenas. "I look forward
to serving both the student body and
alumni base."
Sall , of Grand Rapids , earned two
degrees from Grand Valley: a bachelor's
in international relations in 2007 and
a master's in public administration in
2009. Prior to joining Right Place, Sall
was DDA/Community Services director
for the City of Wyoming . While at Grand
Valley, she was a Cook Leadership Fellow
and currently serves as a mentor for the
Cook Leadership Academy.
"It's a privilege and honor to be able
to serve the Grand Valley community
in this way," said Sall. "I am excited
about all the things Grand Valley is
doing and I'm proud of the impact it
has on the community."

CAMPUS NEWS

CAMPUS CHATTER
Happy founders day to the
school that has given me
amazing opportunity, success
& the best years of my
young adult life • J,

Great crew of@GVSU
students on site for
Make a Difference
Dayl #LakersGiveBack
. . . Posted by Kent County Habitat for Humanity
S.. l@HabitatKent) on October 25, 2014.

The Big G! Grand Valley State football
on a chilly afternoon #gvsu #Lakers
~

Posted by Lenny Padilla
~ l@lpeezy34) on November 8, 2014.
The Laker soccer team and women's cross country team celebrate their NCAA Division II
championship titles December 6 in Louisville, Kentucky.
photos courtesy of Doug Wi tte

Two teams win national titles
It was a championship December
for the Lakers.
Grand Valley's socc er team and
women's cross country team won
national championships December 6
in Louisville , Kentucky, at the NCAA
Di v ision II Fall Festival.
Soccer captured its second straight
national championship with a 3-0 win
over Rollin s College. Senior Jenny
Shaba scored two goals.
Women's cross country won its
third national title and fourth in five

years. Sophomore Kendra Foley
won the individual title with a time
of 21:05.8. The Laker men's cross
country team finished second.
The vo lleyball team also competed
in the NCAA final four and lost to
Southwest Missouri State, 3-0, on
December 5.
Read more about student athletes
on page 9 .

I have had some of the m ost
nicest, coolest, m ost gracious
professors at @ GVSU.
So thankful for them .
. . . Posted by @NickBeardslee
S.. on November 20, 2014.

A still moment
downtown.
#gvsu#grmi
~

Posted by

~ Melinda Linscott
l@mslinscott)
on November
19, 2014.
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CAMPUS NEWS

Physician
Assistant Studies
program expands
Administrators and faculty members
celebrated the expansion of Grand
Valley's physician assistant program
in Traverse City November 11.
The satellite program will open at the
Traverse City Regional Center next fall.
Andrew Booth, department chair, said
students in the master's level program
in Traverse City wil l interact daily with
their counterparts at the Cook-Devos
Center for Health Sciences in Grand
Rapids through the use of ITV,
a remote site classroom video system.
Booth and Theresa Bacon-Baguley,
professor of physician assistant
studies, were joined in Traverse City
by Jean Nagelkerk, vice provost
for Health; Roy Olsson, dean of the
College of Health Professions; and
Simone Jonaitis, executive director
of the Center for Adult and
Continuing Studies.
Timothy Nelson , president of
Northwestern Michigan College, and
Dr. Rob Smith , medical director of
Munson Medical Center's Emergency
Department, also made remarks.
Olsson said adding the sate llite
program all ows Grand Val ley to enroll
more students in the program overa ll ,
as students in Traverse City wil l
spend their c lini ca l year in northern
Michigan health care facilities. See
more about the Col lege of Health
Professions on page 10.

At left, Grand Valley students show the hugging chair, designed to calm children, to a high
school during Project Day in December. More than 150 high school students visited campus
to learn about computing and engineering careers.

Engineering, computing
see record numbers
A record number of students are
enrolling in and graduating from
engineering and computing programs
at Grand Va lley.
The Pad nos College of Engineering
and Computing reported that the
number of students majoring in
engineering programs has nearly
doubled in the last 10 years, and
enrollment in computing and
informations systems programs has
increased by 46 percent since 2006.
Paul Plotkowski , dean of the co llege,
said the growth is attributed to
employer demand and student interest,
which is a result of more attention
being paid to STEM disciplines in
K-12 schoo ls.
"The message that these disciplines
are making a difference in the world is
being heard," Plotkowski said. "Ten to
15 years ago, you probably never heard
of work like biomedical engineering.
Today, it's a very understood thing and
a good example of how engineering
changes the wor ld ."

@
GRANDVALLEY

STATE U I ER !TY
WNN ~

Plotkowski said the No. 1 piece
of feedback PCEC receives from
students is the benefits of cooperative
education , a program that requires
students to comp lete three semesters
of paid intern work for an employer
that is most often located in
West Michigan.
"We're a very teaching-oriented
university, and the internship and coop program gets our students ready
for life and careers, not just theory,"
he said. "Most students are offered
full-time jobs before they graduate,
many times at companies where they
comp leted their co-op experience.
The majority of our graduates are
working and living in the Grand Rapids
area and throughout West Michigan."
Paul Leidig , director of the School
of Computing and Information
Systems, said the key strength of
the computing programs is offering
relevant, industry-based experiences
that build students' technical ski lls.

CAMPUS CHATTER
Andrew Booth speaks about the physician
assistant program during an event in
Traverse City.
photo by Tina Becker
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Wearing@GVSU gear today. O hopefully this isn't in vain.
I want to be accepted. Can't wait till on-site admissions!

C

Posted by @afroh ontas on October 31, 2014.

ATHLETICS

A hop, skip, dribble and lob to Grand Valley
International students join varsity teams

Alex Van De Steenoven

Ernijs "Ernie" Ansons

CarolaOrna

ROWVILLE, VICTORIA, AUSTRALIA
EXERCISE SCIENCE

RIGA, LATVIA
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS AND MARKETING

VERONA, ITALY
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS AND
SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT

PROUD MOMENTS

PROUD MOMENTS

Winning the state championship in
high school and being selected to play
and be the team captain for the Victorian
State Team.

I was selected to play on the National
Latvian Basketball Team when I was 16,
18 and 20 years old. I was also selected for
the Canarian Basketball Academy in Spain,
where I got to play with basketball players
from all over Europe for a year.

FUN FACT

This is my first time in the U.S. and the first
time I've ever seen snow. My mom and dad
wanted me to send them a photo of the
snow because they've never seen it either.
It's hot and dry in Australia.
CHOOSING GRAND VALLEY

I looked at other schools, like Michigan
State and Virginia Tech, but guys on the
tennis team from Grand Valley reached
out to me on Face book and told me about
the university and how great it is, and they
were right. That caught my attention.

PROUD MOMENTS

Making it to nationals and being ranked
No. 2 in the country when I attended
William Carey University. Another proud
moment was when I came to Grand Valley
and we beat Northwood University during
the GLIAC finals last season.

FUN FACT

I speak three languages:
Russian, Latvian and English.

FUN FACT

I have played tennis since I was 4 years old.
My parents are both tennis players.

LAKER FAMILY

I've played on many teams, but
this one has become my family.
We're all really close and that means
a lot, especially living so far away
from home.

SOUTH, THEN NORTH

When I came to the U.S. two years
ago, I decided I wanted to experience as
many cultures as I could. So I attended
a university in the South, then found out
about Grand Valley by doing some
research online.
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DONOR IMPACT

Successful formula helps

College of Health
Professions grow
The number of students enrolled in
the College of Health Professions has
more than doubled in six years , from
1,000 in 2008 to 2 ,200 today.
Roy Olsson , dean of the college ,
said it's easy to figure out the reason
for such a dramatic increase. It comes
down to a formula of greatness , he said.
"We've got great faculty, great
facilities , great students and great
clinical placements," Olsson said . "That
equals a great outcome for students
seeking a degree."
Grand Val ley is one of two universities
in Michigan to offer all major health
profession programs. (See sidebar for
li st of health profession and nursing
programs.)
Contributing to the College of Health
Professions' formula of greatness
is support from donors like alumn a
Theresa McKee, '79. McKee, who lives
in Florida , graduated from Grand Va lley
with a bachelor's degree in medical
technology. McKee earned a master's

Theresa, '79, and Tim McKee
established a scholarship for students
majoring in occupational therapy.
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degree in occupationa l therapy
from Colorado State University
and has practiced in that field in
many states and Austra li a. Her
husband , Tim , is a retired Army
lieuten ant co lonel.
The coup le established the
first OT scho larship in 2008.
Since then, eight students have
received the Theresa M. McKee
OTR Occupational Therapy
Scholarship.
Her involvement goes beyond
funding the scho larship. McKee,
who has advanced NeuroDevelopmental Treatment
stroke specia lty training , is a
mentor for occupationa l therapy
students who are on c lini ca l rotation
in Fl orida and gives guest le ctures
for the department.
In West Michigan , Grand Va lley is
the leading provider of health science
professionals. Olsson said there is high
demand for all health profession jobs
and that wi ll only grow significantly as
Baby Boomers (people born between
1946-1964) age. He said people age 65
and o lder spend more money for their
health care in their retirement years
than they did from birth to age 65.
Nationally, the need for physician
assistants wi ll increase by 38 percent
and the need for occupationa l
therapists wi ll increase by 29 percent
by 2022. The demand for nurse
practitioners is estimated to
increase by 94 percent by 2025.
The university is responding to those
needs. The Physician Assistant Studies
program expanded to Grand Val ley's
Tr averse City Center, and Occupational
Therapy established a successfu l
weekend/hybrid program to meet the
needs of working students.
Olsson said health profession students
are we ll-prepared for the workforce
because of their c lini ca l experiences
and the interprofessional education

and training they receive at the
Cook-Devos Center for Health Sciences
in the Simulation Center.
"Our students are trained at a high
leve l and operate the machines and
equipment that they wou ld use in the
work place, thanks to the support of
private gifts," Olsson said.
He added that the co llege 's programs
are at capacity and top students are
admitted; the average GPA for students
in health professions is 3.6.
Students in four programs (Nursing ,
Occupational Therapy, Physician
Ass istant Studies and Speech Language
Pathology) have 100 percent pass rates
on their respective li censure exams,
whi le students in four other programs
have passed at rates above the
national average.
Like other donors, McKee said
she enjoys remaining connected to
Grand Va lley.
"I've been honored to work with
Grand Va ll ey students ," McKee said .
"I've traveled and worked all over the
wor ld , and as I approach retirement this
is a great way to give back."
For more information about the
College of Health Professions ,
visit www.gvsu.edu/chp.

Allied Health Sciences
Medical Laboratory Sciences

Diagnostic Medical Sonograpl:iy
Therapeutic Recreation
Occupational Tl:ierapy
Physician Assistant Studies
Speech Language Pathology
Physical Tl:ierapy
Doctor of Nursing Practice
3 Nursing bachelor's degre .. • • !
Master's degree in nursing

ARTS

Internationally recognized visual artist
Nayda Collazo-Llorens surpassed more
than 200 applicants during a nationwide
search in 2013 to become Grand Valley's
first Stuart B. and Barbara H. Padnos
Distinguished Artist-in-Residence.
Working in various forms of media ,
including drawings, prints, video and
installation works, Collazo-Llorens strives
to examine the way in which information
is perceived and processed.
"My work invites the viewer to reflect
on the complexities of the mind and the
fragmented manner in which we perceive
what is inside and around u s, particularly
as we try to cope with a complex world
in an age that is as much about data
overload and hyperconnectivity as it
is about distancing and dissociation ,"
Collazo-Llorens said .
Originally from San Juan , Puerto Rico,
Collazo-Llorens received a Master of
Fine Arts in studio art from New York
University and a Bachelor of Fine Arts
in printmaking/graphic design from the
Massachusetts College of Art. She has
held previous residency positions in New
York, Florida and Puerto Rico, and also
has teaching experience from Carnegie
Mellon University, Indiana University in
Pennsylvania and Kalamazoo College.
The nine-month Artist-in-Residence
position offers an opportunity for
working artists or scholars to teach and

12
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mentor students in the Art and Design
Department as well as speak on campus
and to the West Michigan community.
"Nayda will be primarily working with
our students, providing them with an
example of what a practicing, active
artist in the world does while helping
them understand how they 're going to
manage, navigate and succeed once they
have graduated ," said Virginia Jenkins,
Art and Design Department chair.
Collazo-Llorens is also teaching
Intermediate Drawing and participating in
critiques and reviews of students' work.
"I appreciate the opportunity of linking
my studio practice to Grand Valley,
sharing research and making purposeful
connections with students, faculty and
other members of the community,"
Collazo-Llorens said . "I envision this
position as one of exchange, which
allows me to exist in a porous and elastic
space within the institution."
While Collazo-Llorens is the first
Padnos Distinguished Artist-inResidence, the position was originally
established in 2005 as the Pad nos
Distinguished Chair by late West
Michigan businessman , humanitarian
and philanthropist Stuart Pad nos. It was
a way to honor his late wife, Barbara's,
adventurous and artistic spirit, while
also promoting the teaching of art at
Grand Valley.

In 2012, the department consulted with
Pad nos' sons Doug and Jeff to rename and
redefine the position as the Distinguished
Artist-in-Residence in an attempt to clarify
expectations for applicants .
As each new artist-in-residence brings
fresh ideas and perspectives, Jenkins said
she is looking forward to seeing how the
position will evolve.
"We will learn what strategies for
immersion of the artist in the department
and the community work well and what
strategies need to be adjusted ," Jenkins
said. "Teaching our students how to adapt
and change to meet an ever-changing
environment is one of our important goals ,
and a goal also that the department needs
to model as we work with different artists
holding this position ."
For more information about
Collazo-Llorens' work, visit
www.naydacollazollorens .com .

Regional Math
and Science Center
Celebrating 25 years of providing K-12
programs, reSOUrCeS byMatthewMakowski
rand Valley's Regional Math
and Science Center developed
from a growing need in West
Michigan for excitement, engagement
and additional resources in science and
mathematics K-12 education 25 years
ago. The center now provides such
resources and programs to about 6,000
students and more than 600 teachers in
42 school districts in Kent, Ottawa and
Montcalm counties each year.
While the center's success continues
to grow, it blossomed from humble
beginnings.
In recent years, the RMSC has
developed multiple new programs
such as Super Science Saturday, G3
Camp, Math-Team-Matics and sHaPe
Camp, but it was the annual Science
Olympiad Tournament that acted as the
starting point for the success of
the center's initiatives.

Possible' device during the 1994
Region 12 Michigan Science
Olympiad Tournament.

Science Olympiad
Mary Ann Sheline, RMSC director
emerita , said in the early 1980s
during the university's initial push
to provide resources in K-12 science
and mathematics , Grand Valley's
Science and Mathematics Division

only sponsored an open house science
day, several "calculator and computer
competitions" and coordinated student
visits and tours of the Allendale Campus.
"There was no formal scheduling
procedure so teachers connected with
their favorite professors or departments
to arrange for student visits and campus
tours ," Sheline said.
In 1983, the division attempted to
bring more organization to its efforts
with the introduction of the Science
Olympiad Tournament, which now
brings hundreds of middle and high
school students to the Allendale
Campus each year to compete in a
series of team-based interscholastic
competitions in biology, earth science,
chemistry, physics and technology.
At that time , Michigan became one
of only two states in the U.S. to hold a

Science Olympiad competition. Science
Olympiad is an international nonprofit
organization devoted to improving
the quality of science education
by increasing student interest and
providing recognition for outstanding
achievements in science education by
both students and teachers.
Doug Kindschi , former dean of the
Science and Mathematics Division ,
capitalized on this new event in 1984
by hiring Sheline to coordinate and
organize the event to be hosted
by Grand Valley. It was a decision ,
Kindschi said , was one of his greatest
accomplishments while working with the
RMSC in its earlier years.
"Mary Ann had the skills to lead the
Science Olympiad Tournament because
of her experience teaching at the
high school level ," said Kindschi. "Her

talent of working with people, be they
college faculty, high school teachers or
students, led to successful tournaments
year after year."
Once on board, Sheline said she
knew it would take a large group effort
to create a successful tournament at
Grand Valley.
" There were many unknowns as it
was a fledging program nationwide
and a first-time event for Grand Valley
as well ," said Sheline. "We needed
to communicate with schools and
encourage them to participate. The
concept was very engaging and people,
both at GVSU and in area secondary
schools, were willing to give it a try."
During the university's first Region
12 Science Olympiad Tournament, 26
teams competed from schools in Kent,
Ottawa, Muskegon , Allegan and Oceana
counties. Today the tournament sees
approximately 70 participating teams
and acts as a way to bring young
students to the university for a fun and
educational experience.
The Science Olympiad has had lasting
effects on many former participants.
Missy Sculley, a former Science
Olympiad participant turned coach,
said she remembers how exciting it was
to apply knowledge she learned in the
classroom in a different setting while
competing against students from
other schools.
"As a group of students we dreamed
up solutions to the different events and
then got exposed to other schools and
what they dreamed," Scully said. "It also
opened up the world of science and all
its different specialties."
Currently, Scully is a Science Olympiad
coach at Byron Center Christian Middle
School and said she values being able to
her help students receive an experience

similar to what she had while
competing.
"They get to create, design, build
and test things. They get to be a part
of a team and work in partnership
in solving problems and seeking
the answers to questions. They get
to have fun discovering stuff about
the world around them and about
themselves ," Scully said.

Fall Science
Update Seminar
The success of Science Olympiad
led to the creation of the Science and
Math Update Seminar in 1986. The
seminar is a regional professional
development and networking
conference during which science and
mathematics teachers are provided
timely information and resources that
can be used in the classroom.
The seminar evolved to now be
known as the Fall Science Update. The
Mathematics Department has since
created the "Math in Action" program
that fills the needs of mathematics
teachers in West Michigan.
Shortly after the seminar came to
fruition , the Coalition for Excellence
in Science and Mathematics was
established in 1987. It coordinated
the efforts of science and
mathematics educators and worked
to connect the K-16 community to
businesses and formal science
groups, like museums and zoos,
among others.

State funding
With Grand Valley 's strong
commitment to outreach activities
in science and mathematics, and
professors giving their time and

expertise to interact with K-12 students
and teachers, the Science and Math
Education Center was established in the
1990-1991 academic year.
Sheline said the three primary goals
of the outreach center were to serve
as a catalyst in the evaluation and
improvement of curriculum; improve
the scholastic practices of university
faculty and K-12 teachers ; and sponsor
and coordinate a variety of activities
that would engage students' interests in
mathematics and science.
While working with the coalition,
Howard Stein, late biology professor
at Grand Valley and former president
of the Michigan Science Teachers
Association, served as director of the
center as it continued to sponsor the
Science Olympiad , Fall Science Update
Seminars, workshops and other various
science programs.

\
The Regional Math and Science
Center offers a variety of annual
events like the Science Olympiad
Tourname nt that challenge
stude nts in the a reas of scie n ce
a nd mathematics.

Opposite page, left, Students from Plymouth
Chr istia n School celebrate their 2013 Science
Olympiad victory. At right, a student constructs
a rocket during a Science Olympiad Bottle
Rocket event.

Around the same time , the state
of Michigan began funding regional
mathematics and science centers to
promote high quality science and
mathematics instruction through
leadership, professional development,
student programs and curriculum and
resource development.
In 1988, 20 centers were established
and funded by Michigan's Legislature,
but none were in West Michigan. In
1994, funding was provided for a
center at Grand Valley. It was then
decided to merge the efforts of the
Coalition for Excellence in Science and
Mathematics Education and the Grand
Valley Science and Math Education
Center into the current Regional Math
and Science Center.
With full funding from the Legislature,
RMSC became one of 33 similar centers
that comprise the Michigan Mathematics
and Science Center Network. Now, the
center is a part of the College of Liberal
Arts and Sciences under the leadership
of Karen Meyers, who became the
center 's director in 2008.
Meyers said with strong and
continuous support from the Grand
Valley community, the future of the
RMSC is well-positioned to meet the
growing needs of the region in
STEM-focused education.

an educational
experience through
hands-on scientific
investigation,
while show ing
them the appeal
of science,
m athematics and
the arts.

is an opportunity
for children ages
8-12 and their
grandparents to
live, lea rn a nd
laugh on the
Allendale Campus
through a va riety
of hands-on
sessions designed
for all ages.

Approximately 100
middle and high
school students put
their mathematical
knowledge to
the test as they
compete against
each other in four
contests involving
content from K- 8
mathematics
as well as high
school algebra and
geometry.

newsletter,
both print and
digital, helps
bring resources
a nd information
about scie nce and
m a themati cs to the
K-12 community.

comprised of
mathematics,
scie nce a nd
engineering
information and
activities designed
to incorpora te real
world concepts that
pique students'
interests a nd
critical thinking
skills. During the
2013-2014 school
yea r, STEM Kits
were lo a ned to
approx imately
19 sc hools and
orga nizations
serving m ore than
3,000 students.

Professions
Exploration
(sHaPe) Camp is
an annual summer
day camp for a rea
middle school
students. The
camp expo ses
them to various
health professions
w ith the goal
of encouraging
students t o pursue
STEM fields a nd

Another
man's treasure
Finding new life
for university surplus
by Nate Hoek stra
An indu strial m ea t grinder sits on
a shelf, wo rn but c lea n , nex t t o a
St arbucks-sized ca ppu cci no m achine
th at bears a " m ake an offer" sign.
Th ey' re sittin g in th e sa me section of
Grand Va ll ey's new Surplu s Store as
sa ute pan s, soup c rock s, chef's knives
and bundles o f si lve r wa re th at m ay, at
so m e point o n its jo urney, have spent
an ex tend ed st ay in a dark co rn e r of a
dorm room after being "bo rrowe d " from
Campus Dinin g by a student.
A fe w shel ves over sits a u sed
e lec tric t ypew riter, dozens o f co mputer
monitors , a handful of iPhones, and a
co ll ec tion o f hat s, sca r ves and g loves .
Th e co mm o n bond o f the items for
sa le is that th ey once se r ved someo ne
- student, fa cult y or staff m e mb er - at
Grand Va lley.
But a ll thin gs have a life cyc le, an
ex p ec ted useful period during w hi c h th e
uni ve rsity rea lized its in ves tm e nt . A t th e
end o f th at life, th e va lu e is nearly go ne,
but the ph ys ica l materi al remains.
Th at 's w h ere Aaro n Caccamo and
his st aff at th e surplu s st o re t ake ove r.
Caccamo, th e seni o r strat eg ic
so urc ing spec iali st in th e
Proc urement Services
department, oversees
th e surplu s store
as p art o f a larger
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t eam effort that he sa id serves to
" responsive ly repurpose" th e m at eria ls
th at a co mmunity th e size o f a sm all c ity
no lo ng er needs .
" What we do here is keep items o ut of
the landfill and ge nerate so m e reve nue
from the uni versity's old stuff," Caccamo
said . "We're r espon sible for disposal o f
unive rsity inventory, w hether th at 's by
selling it, recycling it or sc rapping it."
Caccamo's unit gets a lo t of stuff and
a w ide va riet y of items . Most businesses
need to deal w ith old furniture , office
supplies and t echno logy, but universi ties
have the equipment o f a sm all ci t y. The
surplu s st o re t akes in co uc hes, cook ie
sheet s, golf clubs, law n m owe rs, fum e
hoods from c hem istr y labs, mi croscopes
a nd much m ore.
" If you 've seen it o n ca mpu s before , it
will come thro u g h ou r doors som eday,"
Caccamo sa id.
W hen a piece o f eq uipment has
o utli ved its use ful life for the department
or college that bought it in the first place,
they ca ll Caccamo or Tony Marinelli , a
form er stud ent worke r and the st o re's
c urrent assistant m anager, w ho orga nize
a tim e to pick up th e materi als. It goes
on a truck and is take n to th e store on
Front Street in Grand Rapid s nex t to
the L. William Seidman Center. Th en
a st ep -by -st ep process begins.

~
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The first decision to make is if the item
is destined for recycling and scrapping ,
or if it will end up for sale on the floor
during the store's weekly Wednesdayonly sales.
"It used to be a tough decision for
some things," Caccamo said. "But
I learned very quickly that even if I
thought, 'There's no way anyone would
ever buy this ,' that most of the time it
wasn't the case."
Items that will be scrapped are
disassembled and broken down into
individual parts to maximize value.
Computers that can't be salvaged are
broken down so far that even processors
are removed from motherboards.
"The gold on the processor is worth
more than other generic metal scrap,
obviously, so we take the time to
maximize our return ," Caccamo said.
If an item is deemed saleable, student
workers will clean it up and reset any
electronics , then figure out how much it
will cost.
"We learned very quickly how to
price items ," said store employee Erica
Ketchum, a sophomore biomedical
science and Spanish major. "We find
as much
information
as we can on
the Internet,
through eBay
and Craigslist,
and price things
to move. If items
stick around
on the shelves
for too long ,
we know we
Aaron Caccamo,
priced it too
senior strategic sourcing
specialist in Procurement high , and we 'll
Services,overseesthe
drop the price
surplus store.
to get through
the inventory we
have on hand."
Caccamo
said he gives
140 Front St.
students
Grand Rapids, MI
freedom to
open on Wednesdays
price items
from gam-3pm
based on what
they find as they
@GVSUsurplus
do research on
~
each product.
"We've got a
pretty good idea
of what this stuff is worth once we put the
time and work into each item ," he said , "so
we're not going to go for a lowball , but
we want to get stuff off the shelves. We're
more flexible on the one-of-a-kind items."
Not everything that comes into the

Surplus store

~

~

~
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surplus store can be sold. Sometimes
the equipment has outlived any useful
life , and must be recycled or scrapped ,
which meets the store's goal of being
sustainable.
Caccamo said that since the store
opened in February 2014 , they have
worked to recycle nearly 120,000
pounds of metal at a local scrap dealer,
along with more than 5.5 tons of eWaste,
which includes PCs , monitors, printers
and other electronics that weren't able
to be salvaged .

The store has sold more
than $80,000 worth of
surplus material since
it opened. The goal is
to eventually use some
of that money to fund
scholarships for students.
"We work really hard to manage our
environmental impact," Caccamo said.
"There's not a lot of waste. We sell as
much as we can , scrap what we can from
what's left, recycle the leftovers and
send as little as possible to the landfill.
We're proud of our commitment to
sustainability here ."
The wide variety of materials means
lots of applications for new buyers.
Bill Lucksted , manager of operations
for Pew Campus and Regional Centers,
purchased items from the store to outfit
a hunting cabin that he owns in northern
Michigan . He bought a few sections of
bench-style restaurant seating from a
recent remodel of Kleiner Commons,
along with a hightop table and
bar-height stools.
"It's a great table
for playing cards
on ," Lucksted said.
He has furnished a
good portion of his
cabin with surplus
store furniture and
equipment, and
even uses an old
office chair out in
the woods in his
blind. "It's really
nice being able to
have something
that adjusts up and
down and can turn
side to side without
squeaking. It's much

more comfortable than what I was used
to sitting on ," he said.
Other pieces from the store have
been uniquely repurposed. A set of
lockers that was sold is being used as
individual storage spaces in a bathroom
of a fraternity house in Allendale. Other
buyers tell Caccamo that they're planning
art pieces, or are buying a piece simply
to take one part off of it. The possibilities
are endless, he said.
The store has sold more than $80,000
worth of surplus material since it opened.
The goal is to eventually use some of that
money to fund scholarships for students.
"The students who work here learn
a ton about business," Caccamo said.
"This is an incubator. The students who
work here take an active role in running
this day-to-day. They're learning about
price points , market values, supply
management, accounting and more."
One student, a marketing major, created
a marketing plan for the store when it first
opened. Another student pitched an idea
for a social media plan that Caccamo said
has helped drive business.
Ketchum, the sophomore student
who does everything from run the cash
register to work on preparing incoming
pieces for sale, said that in addition to
learning general business skills , she
genuinely enjoys her job.
"It's a unique student job that I never
thought I'd be doing,'' Ketchum said. "It's
super interesting , and the atmosphere is
really fun , and it's a very different work
experience that I'm glad to have."

Shoppers brow se the tech equipment at
Grand Valley 's new Surplus Store.
photo by Eliza beth Lienau
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by Dottie Barnes

Cities across the country
are trying to figure out how
to retain talent and keep
recent college graduates
and young professionals.
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While some experts are concerned
there is a "brain drain" of talented and
highly educated young people leaving
Michigan , a survey of Grand Valley
graduates shows 86 percent are living
and working in the state.
In his 2014 State of the City address,
Grand Rapids Mayor George Heartwell
said retaining talent is one of his
top priorities. He announced a new
partnership with the university in which
he would receive help from Grand
Valley students. He asked the students
to study the city's efforts to retain and
attract millennials while studying similar
efforts across the country.
"We want to ensure that when our
college students complete their degrees
they want to stay in Grand Rapids ,"
Heartwell said in his address. "In a
knowledge economy such as ours , talent
is wealth. The cities that retain and

attract talent are winning;
the others are losing."
The partnership meant
forming a new course for the fall 2014
semeste r; 13 students served as a focus
group and at the end of the semester
they reported their findings and
suggestions to city officials.
"The diverse group of students
represented a variety of majors like
business, political science, anthropology
and public administration - that was by
design ," said Mark Hoffman , associate
professor of public administration, who
taught the class.
During the semester, students
heard presentations from various
neighborhood and community groups
like The Rapid, Friends of Grand Rapids
Parks, Global Bridgebuilders , Hello West
Michigan , Challenge Detroit, Experience
Grand Rapids , The Gordon Group
Realtors, City of Grand Rapids and more .
"The students didn't do original
research , their job was to listen to ideas
from the guest speakers and determine
which ones were appealing, which
ones would be best to move on," said
Hoffman , who also serves as associate
dean of the College of Community and
Public Service. "The students are the
demographic the city is asking them to
talk about. Who better to talk about this
than these young professionals?"
On the first day of class , students
were given a charge by the mayor
and President Thomas J. Haas, as Haas
wrote on the board , "YGR - Why
Grand Rapids?"

1rOn the first
day of class,
students were
given a charge
by the mayor
and President
Thomas J. Haas,
as Haas wrote
on the board,
"YGR - Why
Grand Rapids?"

City strengths
The students worked in groups ,
highlighting key issues important
to millennials such as employment ,
affordable housing, transportation ,
entertainment, diversity and
sustainability. They studied success
stories from cities like Boston, Portland ,
Austin , Washington , D.C. , and Detroit.
Chris Stoffel , 30, a senior from
Chicago studying anthropology, said
the class didn't identify one big splashy
idea that would be a magic bullet.
"It was insightful hearing from
community members ," said Stoffel.
"We can't say one specific change
will make people want to move to
Grand Rapids because everything is
connected. For example , the bus system
attracts millennials but it also has an
impact on sustainability and an impact
on where you live and on housing ,
which can also have an affect on
diversity. We are looking at a lot of
smaller, different changes."
The class found Grand Rapids already
has some key components to retaining
and attracting young professionals , like
walkable neighborhoods, bike paths and
public parks.
"Millennials pay attention to the city
culture during the day," said Jacob
Schacht, 20 , a political science major
from Mattawan. "If people believe there
are things to do, they will spend more
time in the city and want to live in the
city. Walkability and bikeability in
Grand Rapids are crucial."

The students found that good publi c
transportation was near the top of the
wish list for young professionals and
said Grand Rapids is on the right track .
"We heard from a representative from
The Rapid and they are doing a great
job," said Olivia Jenison , 21 , a public
and nonprofit administration major
from Howell. "The bus system is already
improving and we are encouraging
them to continue to expand. The Silver
Line (which connects Grand Rapids ,
Kentwood and Wyoming) was a great
idea. It brings more people to the city
by bus than by car."

Grand Rapids Mayor George
Heartwell speaks to Grand Valley
students about retaining talent.
photo by Amanda Pitts; other photos
courtesy of Experience Grand Rapids,
and Megan Lendman

There's an app for that
Millennials rely on their smartphones
for information and navigation. Students
suggested creating an app connecting
all aspects of Grand Rapids that would
include a virtual entertainment district,
easy-to-identify events for 18- to
21-year-olds , restaurants and a
quick trip calculator of bus routes.
"It would be challenging to create
the app because of all the existing
guides," said Allison Ives, 20, a
public administration and health
communications major from Canton.
"But, this type of app has been
successful in a number of other cities."
Students also said more work needs
to be done connecting college students
to local jobs and internships.
"Employers are looking for experience
so it would be beneficial for students
to get job experience while still in the
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"Grand Rapids
is one of
those unique
cities where
millennials
can fulfill
that desire to
make a mark.
Right now in
Grand Rapids
we have the
unique ability
to make it our
own place."
- student
Chris Stoffel

education system, like through an
internship," said Schacht. "Many get
hired through internships and then
are more likely to stay. A job and low
housing costs are what I'm looking for
in a city, and then I consider the cool
stuff to do."
Jenison said finding a job is a big
worry for college graduates. "Entrylevel jobs are hard to find in the area, so
internships are key to staying ," she said.
"There is a thought that millennials find
a cool city and then look for a job, but
that's not necessarily so. Many of us are
looking for jobs first."
The group pointed out that Grand
Rapids can look dull to a visitor scanning
the streets for activity.
"We want to live in a vibrant, lively
city with an entertainment district,"
said Stoffel. "It's important to me to
have a place to go after work. You can
find great food downtown and the
atmosphere is friendly, but we don't
have a huge entertainment district;
it's spotty throughout the city."
Ives said it would help if
establishments in the city stayed
open later, especially for those under
21. " We need a range of experiences
because connection to a city starts
young," she said.
Another suggestion called for
the formation of a diversity network to
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Mid-range rental options
with fast access to
downtown

Walkability and
bikeaoility
into eighborhoods
promote diversity and
inclusion."Diversity is huge
in attracting talented people,"
said Schacht. "There is diversity in
Grand Rapids but it is still too
segregated. The area is very friendly
but it is more of a 'hi , bye' culture
instead of really interacting with others."

Make your mark
Perhaps one of the most attractive
aspects of Grand Rapids is the
possibility for millennials to help
shape the city's identity.
The students suggested a "Make Your
Mark" branding campaign , highlighting

the city 's ideal size and featuring young
professionals in Grand Rapids who have
distinguished themselves in the business,
nonprofit or government sectors.
Stoffel said he is staying in Grand Rapids
after graduation instead of returning to
his hometown of Chicago because of
the opportunity to make a mark.
" Grand Rapids is one of those unique
cities where millennials can fulfill that
desire to make a mark. Right now in
Grand Rapids we have the unique ability
to make it our own place," said Stoffel.

I
Chain stores and
restaurants

Access to public
transportation

Sustainable
development
photos courtesy of
Experience Grand Rapids
and Andy Wakeman
for Greater Grand Rapids
Bicycle Coalition

Key suggestions
from Grand
Valley students
Create an app
platform - YGR

"Detroit is known as the Motor City with
Motown and its long history, but we are
in this unique period where we can make
the city great. We can help the city grow
to what we would like it to be , whether
it's Beer City or being a sustainable city,
or known for education - we can make
a namesake.
"There are a lot of inventors ,
entrepreneurs and creativity in this
generation. Millennials want to make
a mark in history; they don't want to
be a forgotten generation."

Heartwell said he plans to implement
three of the students' recommendations,
including the development of the
smartphone app that will include
information about city restaurants ,
stores , attractions, transportation and
more. Grand Valley students will help
develop the app.
The mayor said he will also form a
Millennial Advisory Board , made up of
representatives from area colleges and
universities and from young professional
organizations. He said his initiative, the
Mayor's 50, will be expanded to the Mayor's
100, to offer students more internship
opportunities with local businesses.

Create more
undergraduate and
high school work
ex perience jobs
Create more
neighborhood
distinction and
charm
Develop a diversity
network
Create a millennials
advisory board
" Make Your Mark"
branding campaign
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RESEARCH

Geography student
receives national
recognition for research
by Matthew Makowski
Under bridges, on street corners and
on the sides of stores, restaurants and
local businesses - these are just some
of the many places to find graffiti in the
southeast area of Grand Rapids.
Most people pass by these colorful
expressions daily without giving them a
second thought. That 's not the case for
Alyson Mabie, senior geography major.
Since her first semester at Grand Valley
in 2013, Mabie has been researching
how different graffiti classifications in
southeast Grand Rapids reflect cultural
shifts in varying neighborhoods over time.
Mabie said previous studies on graffiti
culture and distribution have focused
on instances in "mega cities" such as
New York City and Los Angeles but her
work offers insight into the nature of
graffiti in an under-studied location:
mid-sized cities.
"When I started telling local people
what I was doing they often reacted by
saying, 'Graffiti in Grand Rapids? Good
luck with that,' or 'You would probably
have better luck in Detroit or Chicago,"'
Mabie said.
She said her interest in this topic began
long before attending Grand Valley.
While growing up in the southeast side
of Grand Rapids , she saw graffiti in her
surroundings and wanted to understand
its meanings more thoroughly.
" People see graffiti art and just assume
the area is somehow more dangerous ,"
Mabie said. "This is really where my
research interest began. I saw new
graffiti in places experiencing growth and
renewal. I have learned that graffiti art is
not intended to be threatening and it is
not reserved for juvenile delinquents with
cans of spray paint."
Mabie began her formal research while
attending Grand Rapids Community
College prior to being accepted to Grand
Valley. Last summer, Mabie's research at
GRCC earned her the Geography Lives!
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Field Study Grant, which was established
to provide promising GRCC geography
students with fund s to support geographic
fieldwork.
Once at Grand Valley, Mabie utilized
her coursework, professors' guidance
and available mapping tools to expand
her research and collect even more
location data .
Mabie's work ethic and long hours led
her to receive a top prize for her research
during the East Lakes/West Lakes Regional
Conference of the Association of American
Geographers in October.
Mabie's work doesn 't stop with her first
place prize, however. She is current ly diving
deeper into her resea rch w ith her senior
thesis project under the guidance of Roy
Cole, assistant profes so r of geography
and planning .
" The senior thesis is going to take the
spatial distribution a step further and
explore the cultural and demographic
undertones of my study area, their change
over time and how that relates to the
spatia l distribution of different graffiti
types," Mabie said.
Cole said Mabie's research is unique
because it combines art and science.
" I've never had a student with a similar
topic," Cole said. "What 's really interesting
to me is her combination of art and
science, analyzing artistic expression with

the quantitative methods and the spatial
science of the geographer."
Mabie will present her senior the sis
at the annua l meeting of the Michigan
Academy of Science, Arts and Letters
at Andrews University in March and the
annual meeting of the AAG in Chicago
in April.

CATEGORIES OF
GRAFFITI
Mabie categorizes graffiti
in these three sections:

GANG GRAFFITI
symbols specific to a gang
and that gang's "territory."
GRAFFITI ART
traditional, name-based writing
often seen in New York City and
Philadelphia in the 1970s.
STREET ART
any graffiti that transcends
name-based style, such as
murals, stencils and stickers.

Watch a video of Mabie
showing examples of graffiti at
www.gvsu.edu/gvmagazine.

SUSTAINABILITY

Student helps ArtPrize
build, track best
practices
by Leah Twilley
It's only fitting that Aziza Ahmadi's
favorite ArtPrize submission was
located in her favorite part of Grand
Rapids: the popular "Self-Portrait
as Bunnies (The Bathers)" by Alex
Podesta in the Grand River.
Ahmadi , who is majoring in urban
planning with an emphasis on
sustainable cities and environmental
studies , got to know the city
well during her internship as a
sustainability scholar for ArtPrize
2014. She was responsible for
tracking and analyzing sustainability
efforts and creating ArtPrize's
first sustainability impact report.
ArtPrize is an annual international
art competition that lasts for 19 days
and attracts hundreds of thousands
of visitors to Grand Rapids.
"I want to help in the pursuit of
reclaiming our cities for a greener
and smarter future ," Ahmadi said.
"The projections are astonishing, as
87 percent of the U.S. population is
predicted to live in large cities by
2030. I would like to work for a city
or community program , and ArtPrize
has helped me gain meaningful
insight on ways to do that."
Amelea Peg man , director of
community relations for ArtPrize,
said it was important to hire a
student to help with advancing
its sustainability initiatives.
"This year we made a concentrated
effort to implement sustainable
practices in both a social and
environmental perspective ," Pegman
said. "It's a brand-new space and
conversation for us at ArtPrize."
Pegman said she wanted to hire
an intern from Grand Valley after
learning about graduate student

Aziza Ahmadi, ArtPrize intern
and Urban Planning major
photo by Amanda Pitts

Chelsea Brehm's involvement in
helping zero-waste efforts during the
Gazelle Girl Half Marathon and SK in
2013 . Brehm coordinated efforts that
resulted in 900 pounds of materials
that were diverted from the landfill.
During her internship Ahmadi also
worked with a team to implement
new sustainability programs such
as an alternative transportation
initiative with The Rapid in which
10,000 wristbands that served as
free bus passes were distributed
to people who live outside of
Grand Rapids. "We wanted to make
ArtPrize accessible for people who
live just outside of the city and
encourage them to be sustainable
by using alternative transportation,"
Ahmadi said.
Another initiative was a water
share program to decrease the use
of plastic water bottles. Eighteen
of the major venues advertised
free water for ArtPrize guests by
displaying a logo on the venue wall
or door. ArtPrize also teamed with
Organicycle, a curbside composting
service in Grand Rapids and created
a walking tour with signage
throughout the city to promote
health and wellness.
"A big part of our conversation
was thinking of ways to empower
our partners, including venues , to
take on and apply sustainability
practices that are really important,"
said Pegman.
Another important duty of
Ahmadi's was researching
sustainable opportunities for ArtPrize
in the future, like a sustainable venue
certification program for all 174
venues. "A huge aspect to ArtPrize is
its partnerships, so as ArtPrize moves
forward , I hope venues become
excited about how to be more
sustainable and will want to improve
from year to year," she said .
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George GrantJr. began

his professional
career in child welfare
where he worked in
foster care, adoption and
family preservation with
children who suffered
abuse and neglect.
He came to Grand Valley 18
years ago to work on a joint
project between Grand Valley's
School of Social Work and the
Kent County Department of
Hum an Services. He worked with
students who were placed within
the department and pro v ided
supervision, w hil e also teaching
c lasses. After serv ing in var ious
roles at Grand Va ll ey, he was
named dean of the Co ll ege of
Commun ity and Public Service
(CCPS) in 2008.
Grant received a bachelor 's
degree in social work from
Marygrove College, a master 's
degree from Grand Valley and
a doctorate in socio logy from
Western Michigan University.
He spoke w ith Grand Valley
Magazine about his career path ,
th e 10th ann iversary of CCPS,
and his passion for commun it y
engageme nt .

GVM: It's not unusual for students
to change majors. You set out to
be a lawyer and then found social
work to be a better fit. Tell me
about that.
Grant: In co ll ege, I took a variety
of c lasses and spoke w ith different
program directors and faculty
members regarding my career.
Once I learned about soc ial work ,
I knew it was a better fit for me.
I wanted to work with people
who have challenges and needs ,
and advocate for them to have
access to information and
re sources , so they would have
the power to make decisions
to help themselves.

Q&A

GVM: Did you always have a
passion for wanting to help
those less fortunate?
Grant: Yes, I think it
comes from my family and
community, who believed in
giving back. People made
sacrifices and choices to
help my family and me , and
I believe I have an obligation
and a responsibility to do
that for other people.

GVM: Can you give some
examples?
Grant: Many people took the
time to speak with me , listen
to me and mentor me. Some
of the most important people
were those in my church . The
key was they took the time
to interact with me and make
me feel welcome at events
where I didn't know anyone.
I was a Cub Scout, Boy Scout
and an Eagle Scout. The
people in this program were
great role models for me.

GVM: Did you have other
role models?
Grant: My mother was just
an unbelievable person. My
dad passed away when I
was 6. And , although we fit
the definition of poor, my
mom made sacrifices that
ensured we received some
of the things we needed to
be successful. She taught
me to value faith , family and
community. We never talked
about what we couldn't do or
didn't have.
My other role model was
my older sister. She loved
books and I read what she
read. Reading those books
helped me feel good about
being African American and
helped me understand some
of the challenges of our
history and how to use those
challenges to make myself
better, and help others.

GVM: CCPS is celebrating
10 years. It's a unique
college because there
are four academic units
(School of Criminal Justice,
Hospitality and Tourism
Management, School of
Public, Nonprofit and
Health Administration, and
School of Social Work) and
two non-academic units
(Dorothy A. Johnson Center
for Philanthropy and
CCPS Undergraduate
Advising Center).
Grant: The college was
formed in 2004 as
part of the university's
reorganization . We have this
wonderful mix of faculty
and staff who are both
academics and practitioners ,
so they bring those talents to
the classroom , and I believe
our students are better
prepared when they enter
the work force.
Our faculty and staff
members are involved
in many community
organizations, sitting on
boards or volunteering their
time to lend their voices
and expertise. They are also
involved in great research
- publishing their work so
others can benefit from their
knowledge.

GVM: How has CCPS
changed over the years?
Grant: The biggest change
is that faculty and staff
from different units have
gotten to know each other,
so we have become more
cohesive as a college. We
have built relationships
so we can take a deeper
look at opportunities to
collaborate on projects for
students to interact with
faculty across units. This
unique blend of programs
allows us to take on some
interesting and challenging
projects , which allow us to
provide information that can
ultimately have a positive
impact on people in
the community.

GVM: What do you see for
the future of CCPS?
Grant: We will always expand
and grow in our teaching
to find new ways to meet
the needs of our changing
demographics of students
coming to Grand Valley.
I would like to expand
collaborations in the
community and across
colleges. The work being
done in the Office of
Community Engagement is
helping us better understand
the work that's going on
within the college and
within the university, and
the impact that Grand
Valley is having on those
communities.
We want to continue
finding ways to reach out
to the larger community so
they understand the value of
CCPS and the partnerships
that can impact society by
working together.

about GRANT
Hi s favo ri te books

GVM: Your dream was to
help people and give them
access to information. Do
you feel like you've reached
your goal, especially
serving as a dean?
Grant: My role as dean
allows me to support and
encourage faculty, staff
and students . And , it allows
me to sit at tables in the
community to help shape
discussions about issues that
can help impact people's
lives. On top of that , I get to
witness students graduate
each semester who will go
out and impact the world.
My position fits everything
that I am , my beliefs , the way
I was raised and my mission
in life. That's what makes me
feel good every day about
coming to Grand Valley.
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George Davis
is pictured at
Fitzgerald s
Men's Store in
Breton Village
Mall in Grand
Rapids.
photos by
Bernadine
Carey-Tucker

ere's an example of
how fashion runs through
George Davis' mind.
Last fall he was shopping in
the men's section of a department
store and noticed a high school
student struggling to decide
between two different pieces
of clothing.
Davis, associate director of
Admissions , walked over to the
teen and began a conversation ,
asking questions about the
occasion and his color choices.
Based on those few answers,
Davis picked out a suit for
the young man to wear to his
football banquet, and correctly
guessed his shirt size (15-inch
neck , 34-inch sleeve) without a
tape measure. The teen's mother
was so impressed, she made
arrangements to hire Davis as
a stylist for his senior photos.
Fashion and Davis are wellconnected. He and his sister
were child models for Jacobson's,
the Michigan department store
chain that many remember for
its superior customer service.
The love of trendy garments and
the thrill of a shopping hunt runs
deep in his family.
"Saturdays with my family
meant going to Hudson's ," Davis
said. "My youngest memories
have involved fashion."
That doesn't mean Davis was
always sharply dressed. Like most
people who shudder when they
look back at their high school
photos , Davis said he harbors a
few fashion regrets.

"I put together some weird
combinations in the fourth and fifth
grade," he said. "I was always the
nonconforming kid who dressed
differently."
On campus , Davis often sports
colored pants. patterned shirts
and bow ties. When he's not
traveling to high school recruiting
fairs for Admissions, Davis enjoys
working as a stylist and wardrobe
consultant through his business
XVII XVII Collective. He also counsels
college students on their clothing
choices as they transition from
jeans. sweatshirts and sneakers to
a business-casual or jacket-required
work environment.
"For students, it's working with
their budget and finding things to
help give them more confidence
when they go to job interviews,"
he said.
Davis serves as advisor of a
new student organization for men
and women who are interested in
becoming models or learning more
about the fashion industry. Students
from Model Entertainment have been
tapped for Harley Davidson photo
shoots and area runway shows.
As a consultant, Davis will work
with male and female clients on a
closet purge, advising what staples
to keep and what pieces of old or
outdated clothing to toss , or as a
personal shopper, helping to build
a wardrobe or find a special
occasion outfit.
"I love it, I have always known I would
be doing this someday," he said.
Davis describes his own style
as eclectic. "I can be very classic

OFF THE PATH

From the runway
to the studio
Three members of the student
organization Model Entertainment
posed for a quick fashion shoot at
University Communications .

Bennie Rambin,
club president, is a
communications
major from
Detroit. He said
he started Model
Entertainment as
an outlet for his
passion for fashion .
Aside from
prepping students
for fashion or
runway shows,
the organization
helps build selfesteem through
what Rambin
called "confidence
improvers."

"I love accessories for
men: cuff links, bracelets;
I call it a liberation - ifs dandy
mixed with androgyny"
- George Davis, associate director
of Admissions
and very street," he said, adding
he's just as comfortable in
deconstructed jeans and a plain
T-shirt as he is in a white dinner
jacket with a velvet bow tie.
He is an avid reader of men's
magazines GQ and Esquire and
said he appreciates how far men's
fashion has come in the past few
years , but there's one trend he
rather dislikes. "Things are more
tailored now and the silhouettes
are cleaner, but that doesn't fit
everyone's body type," he said .
The things he likes are many:
color in men's clothing, prints,
polka dots , accessories and
layering pieces. "I love accessories
for men: cuff links , bracelets; I call
it a liberation - it's dandy mixed
with androgyny," Davis said.

Davis' wife, Elicia , enjoys shopping
but he said he continues to surprise
her with items she may not have
chosen herself.
His advice for shoppers who
wander malls and boutique shops in
search of treasures is classic. "Pay
extra for good denim. Good jeans
will last a long time. You can't put a
price on your feet; wear shoes that
have solid construction and your feet
will thank you ," Davis said.
Follow Davis' advice and
looks on Twitter and lnstagram
@ X VII X VIICOLLECTIVE and
on Pintrest at Mr. X VII XVII.
View more photos of
Model Entertainment
students online at
www.gvsu.edu/gvmagazine.

GVM
ONLINE

Kiara Clark is a
social work major
from Chicago. A
veteran model,
Clark has been
in more than 100
fashion shoots and
played a role in a
reality show called
"Chicagolicious,"
which aired on the
Style Network.
Clark is the vice
president of Model
Entertainment.

Talia Wood is
a hospitality
and tourism
management major
from Dexter. She
joined the group
looking for more
experience with
modeling.
Wood, who used to
play volleyball for
the Lakers, said she
enjoys shopping at
consignment stores
and is learning to
be more creative
with repurposing
her outfits.
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Watch a video of
the Grand Valley
Grindylows in action
at www.gvsu.edu/
gvmagazine.
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ALUMNI NEWS

HOMECOMING 2014

-

A LAKER LEGACY -

More than 1,200 Lakers participated in 14 alumni events

Documentary film screening

sK Run/Walk and pancake breakfast

The 2014 Homecoming activities kicked off with a creative
twist on October 9 when David Ruck, '04 and '07, returned
to campus for the West Michigan debut of his film , "I Want
to Be An Astronaut." The film documents the life of a
young man who has aspirations to work for NASA despite
setbacks to the U.S. space program .

Lakers of all ages laced up for the annual SK Run/Walk hosted by
the Laker cross country and track and field teams. After crossing
the finish line , participants celebrated their accomplishments with
a warm apple pancake breakfast .

photo by Rex Larsen

GVM
ONLINE

Check out the Homecoming recap video
at www.gvsu .edu/gvmagazine.
View the complete Homecoming photo
gallery at www.gvsu.edu/homecoming.

photo by Rex Larsen

Wayans brothers
A crowd of 3,200 students , alumni
and community members were
in stitches as Shawn and Marlon
Wayans delivered separate
performances that included jokes
about spring break, college life
and relationships . The brothers are
well known for their roles in the
"Scary Movie" franchise.
photo by Kevin Sielaff
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Alumni Expo and Tailgate
President Thomas J. Haas , Louie the Laker, the cheerleading
team and marching band all made appearances at the Alumni
Expo and Tailgate. Attendees enjoyed live music , kids'
activities, food, drinks, presentations by campus departments
and tailgate games.
photo by Rex Larsen

Golf outing
Bringing back an old tradition , the alumni golf outing
scramble took place immediately following the pancake
breakfast at the Meadows Golf Course on the
Allendale Campus.
photo by Rex Larsen

gvsu

OGra nd Valley State Urnvers,ty

Family friendly
Homecoming
offered multiple
family friendly
options , including
the kids fun run ,
pancake breakfast
and a bounce
house.
photo by Rex Larsen

•

1960 li kes

e

#gvsu #GVhomecoming #WishYouWereHere

•

Like

•

Comment

•••

Dozens of people stopped by the GVSU lnstagram board to
take a snapshot and share on social media.
photo courtesy of Alumni Relations
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Careers
1970s
Blaine A . Koops , B.S. , 1976, is president
of the Michigan Sheriffs' Association and
the sheriff in Allegan County.
Stuart D. Peet, B .S., 1979, was re-elected
secretary of Wayland EMS and elected
to represent the Allegan County Region
8 West Michigan Advisory Board Area
Agency on Aging.

1980s
Ivy J. Razmus , B.S., 1980, M .N ., 1993, is
a wound ostomy continence nurse for
the Saint Francis Health System in
Tulsa , Oklahoma .
Suzanne W . Zack, B .S., 1981, is an
affiliate professor at Grand Valley.
Rebecca L. Pinkney, B.S. , 1985, is
a manufacturing associate for
Herman Miller.
Steven T. Lewis , B.S ., 1986, is a
retail sales manager for McKesson
Pharmaceuticals in Grand Rapids.
Julie B . Finn , B.S ., 1988, is a massage
therapist for JB Therapeutic & Sports
Massage in Commerce Township .

1990S
Catherine S. Fitzpatrick , B.S. , 1992,
is associate director of the MSU
Union and manager of the University
Activities office.
Kristen E. Hennessey, B .S., 1992, is
president of the Schoo l Nutrition
Association of Michigan for the
2014-2015 school year.
Christian M. Gordon , B .S., 1995, is
senior director of development for
San Francisco State University.
Thomas A. Kabel , B.S ., 1995, was named
an American College of Mortgage
Attorneys Fellow.

2000S
Jenni A . Longstreet, B.B.A., 2000, is
a partner for Ernst & Young LLP in
San Francisco, California .
Tania M. Masherah, B .S., 2000 , M.P.A. ,
2004 , is the director of primary care
marketing for Scripps Health in San
Diego, California.
Daniel J . Michmerhuizen , B .A. , 2000, is
an international baccalaureate teacher
of world studies at Benito Juarez
Community Academy in Chicago , Illinois.
Justin L. Ruehs , B .S., 2000, is a
production underwriter for Affiliated
FM in Chicago, Illinois.
Jonathan B. Farber, B .S., 2001 , is the
director of enterprise infrastructure for
IDEX Corporation in Illinois.
Geoff S. Gresk, B.S. , 2001 , is the dean of
students at the American University of
Iraq , Sulaimani .
James C. Vaughn, B .S. , 2001 , is the
senior occupational safety professional
for Walt Disney Parks and Resorts
in Florida.

Michelle R. Horvath, B .S., 2006, is
director of the Office of Citizenship and
Community Standards at Truman State
University in Kirksville, Missouri.
John R. Huebler, M.P.A. , 2006 , is a senior
major gift officer for the Illinois Institute
of Technology.
Kendra K . Prudhomme Smith , B.A., 2006,
M.Ed., 2010, is a school counselor for the
Muskegon Area ISD.
Elizabeth K . Chase, B .A ., 2007, is
development coordinator for Ellis
Memorial in Boston , Massachusetts .
Brent D. Mata, B .S., 2007, is a
cinematographer for Industrial Color in
South Pasadena , California .
Jonathan C . Putney, B .S., 2007, is the
director of technology and customer
operations for Noverant Inc.
Richard H. Shoskey, B.S., 2007, is a family
physician for Munson Medical Center in
Traverse City.

Michael G. Lichterman, B .B .A ., 2002,
was named a Michigan Super Lawyers
Rising Star in Estate Planning and
Probate.

Darci L. VanderSlik, B .A., 2007, is
marketing and social media manager
for SPCA of Wake County in Rale igh ,
North Carolina.

Sara T. Lowe, B.S .W ., 2002, M.S.W. ,
2006 , is executi v e director for Emmanuel
Hospice in Grand Rapids .

Evan W. Wildey, B .A ., 2007, is project
coordinator at Davenport University 's
Institute for Professional Excellence in
Grand Rapids.

Robert C. Bacik, B.S ., 2003 , is transitional
deacon for Imm acu late Conception
Parish in Milan.
Jennifer L. Marentette , B .S., 2003 , is
director of special events for the
Make-A-Wish Foundation of Michigan.
Matrina A. Poston , B .S., 2003 , is a senior
continuous improvement champion for
Haworth Inc . in Holland .
Jaime L . Curti s-Fisk, B .S., 2004 , received
the 2015 Rising Star Award by the
Women's Chemists Committee of the
American Chemical Society.

Christopher P. Buckley, B.A., 1996,
is executive director of the Portage
Community Center in Portage.

Darcy Hauschuoz, B .S., 2005 , is the
manager of operations support for
Advia Credit Union in Kalamazoo.

Adam B . Beadenkopf, B .S., 1998, M.S.,
2000, is a co-owner of Kentwood
Physical Therapy.

Richard W. Jensen, B .A., 2005 , is a
media relations specialist for Spectrum
Health in Grand Rapids .
Anthony W. Momany, B .B .A ., 2005 ,
M.B.A ., 2008, is the owner of Capstone
CPA Group PLLC.

Winter '15

Stephanie C. Brown , B.A ., 2006,
is director of marketing and
communications for Lynn University
in Boca Raton , Florida.

Jill R. Wolfe, B.S., 2001 , is the
owner of the Outdoor Book Club in
Grand Rapids.

Robert S. Arnold , B.B .A ., 1996, is
president of Climatech Industries LLC
in Hudsonville.
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Karen L. Vaughn , B .S. , 2005 , is principal
planner for Redwood City, California .

Kate M. Patino , B .S., 2008 , is events
supervisor for the Detroit Zoological
Society.
Kate E. Amrhein , B .S., 2009, is the
interdisciplinary physical scientist for the
Department of Energy in the Office of
River Protection in Richland , Washington .
Kristen A. Fedewa , B.S. , 2009, is an event
manager for the JW Marriott in Chicago,
Illinois.
Gavin C. Swick, B.S., 2009, is a
dispatcher for the Nevada High way Patrol.

2010S
Kaitlin M. Courtade , B .B .A ., 2010 , is a data
planning specialist for Pendleton Woolen
Mills in Portland , Oregon .
Alyson V. Flood , B .S., 2010, is a process
and municipal engineer for Prein &
Newhof in Grand Rapids .
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Shanley P. Gumpert, B .A. , 2010, is a
marketing representative for Caris
Healthcare in Knoxville , Tennessee.

Angela L. Green , B .S., 2012 , is a senior
case manager for Henderson Behavioral
Health in Fort Lauderdale, Florida.

Meaghan E. Greene , B .S., 2010, is the
benefits and wellness coordinator for
Western Land Services in Grand Rapids.

Ellyse C. Birch , B .A. , 2013 , is a technical
service representative for Structural
Concepts in Muskegon.

Maria R. Linck , B.S. , 2010 , is a fifth-grade
teacher at Vista Charter Academy in
Grand Rapids.

Maciej K. Halaczkiewicz, B.S. , 2013 ,
is the owner of Arktos Meadery in
Grand Rapids.

Janese M. (Johnson) Meyer, B .S., 2003 ,
and Benjamin Meyer on August 23 , 2014.

Morgan E. Lind , B.S. , 2010 , is the
spokesperson for community relations
for the Will Play for Food Foundation in
Grand Rapids.

Stephanie J. Monkaba , B.S ., 2013 , is the
reservation and conference services
coordinator for the Radisson Blu Hotel
in Chicago , Illinois.

Melissa (Lang) Rozeboom , B.S ., 2003 ,
and husband Nick Rozeboom announce
son, Nicholas James, born September 17,
2014. The family resides in Muskegon.

Marlow N . Metcalf, B.S ., 2010 , is clinic
director for Korwitts Chiropractic Center
in Downers Grove , Illinois.

Mieke I. Stoub, B .A ., 2013 , is the
membership and marketing coordinator
for the Grand Rapids Bar Association.

Grant J. Ponte, B .S., 2010 , is an
education resource specialist for
Herman Miller in Holland.

Rachel M. Walczybock, B .S. , 2013 , is
a production assistant for Live Nation
Entertainment at the Fillmore in Detroit.

Kari E. Brown Budde , B.S. , 2004 ,
D.P.T. , 2007, and husband Matt Budde
announce son and daughter, Vanguard
and Klara , born October 4 , 2014. The
family resides in Hilliard , Ohio.

Nina J. Reynolds , B .S., 2010 , D.P.T., 2013 ,
is a physical therapist for the University
of Michigan in Ann Arbor.

Ricardo L . Benavidez, B .S. , 2014 , is office
manager and executive assistant for
Local First in Grand Rapids.

Adam L. Russo, B .S. , 2010 , is owner of
COM 616 LLC in Grand Rapids.

Kyla Cieslak , B.B .A ., 2014 , is a
merchandise associate for Meijer in
Grand Rapids.

Christopher P. Wright, B .A ., 2010 , is
assistant attorney general for the state
of Washington.
Michelle E. Carpenter, B .B .A. , 2011 , is
the learning spaces research program
analyst for Herman Miller in Holland.
Stephanie A . Kisner, B.S., 2011 , is
the executive director for the Sault Area
Chamber of Commerce in Sault Ste. Marie.
Kaitlyn A. Morin , B.B.A ., 2011, is an
attorney for Warner Norcross & Judd LLP.
Martha J. Rozsi , B.S., 2011 , is a statistician
for Westat in Rockville, Maryland.
Michael P. Schulz , B .F.A. , 2011 , is a
designer for mStoner in Chicago, Illinois.
Jeffrey S. Serrell , B.S. , 2011, is an
end-user administrator for Gordon Food
Service Inc. in Grand Rapids .
Megan N. Teall , B .S. , 2011, is a supports
coordinator for West Michigan
Community Mental Health.
Joshua L . Thorp, B .S. , 2011 , is the owner
of OnCore Chiropractic Rehabilitation in
Grand Rapids.

Jeffrey T. Domagala , M.Ed ., 2014, is the
coordinator for leadership initiatives
at Pace University in New York City.
Annah V. Shallman , B .B .A. , 2014 , is the
executive coordinator for Experience
Grand Rapids.

Celebrations,
Births, Weddings
1990s
Jason R. Kalis , B .S., 1996 , and Kurt
Porath on April 8 , 2014.
Jason R. Kalis, B .S. , 1996 , and partner
Kurt announce son , Isaiah, adopted
March 24 , 2014. The family resides
in Sparta.
Rita H . (Kais) Graham , B.S ., 1998,
M.S ., 2002 , and husband Eric Graham ,
announce son, Elliott Kais Graham, born
April 30 , 2013. The family resides in
Grand Rapids.

Kirstyn M. Wildey, B .B .A ., 2011 , is a
Christine A. (Hincka) Jamison , B.S. ,
merchant banking specialist for Lake
1998, and husband DeAndre M. Jamison ,
Michigan Financial Corp. in Grand Rapids. B.S .E., 1998, announce son, Keegan
Rae , born March 25 , 2014. Keegan is
Marissa L. Beerman , B .A ., 2012 , is
welcomed by brother Blake. The family
regional client services manager for
resides in Fort Wayne , Indiana.
TrueNorth Community Services in

2000S
Amanda E. (Hobbs) Jachera, B.S ., 2003 ,
and husband Anthony Jachera announce
daughters, Aubrey Noelle and Kayley
Denise , born May 16, 2014. Aubrey and
Kayley are welcomed by sister Alivia. The
family resides in Elgin , Illinois.

Wesley A. Dove, M.S.W., 2004 , and wife
Summer Herwarth announce son , Dane
Dove, born January 10, 2010. Dane is
welcomed by brother Jonah. The family
resides in Coldwater.
Hannah A . (Morrison) Hendges , B .B .A. ,
2004, M.B .A. , 2008, and husband Justin
D. Hendges , B.B.A. , 2004, announce son ,
Garrett David , born September 17, 2014.
Garrett is welcomed by brother Everett .
The family resides in Ada .
Denise E. (Philips) Taillard, B.S., 2004,
and Doug Taillard on August 23 , 2014.
Lisa M . (Mentzer) Will , B .A ., 2005 , M.Ed. ,
2006 , and Matthew Will on February 12,
2012.
Katherine M. (Lindt) Witkowski , B.S. ,
2005 , M.P.A. , 2009, and Michael
Witkowski announce son , Grayson
Frederick, born April 26 , 2014. Grayson
is welcomed by sister Leah. The family
resides in Portage.
Lindsey R. (Jacob) Cole , B .S. , 2006 , and
Lisa Cole announce daughter, Hadley
Grace, born September 10, 2014. The
family resides in Naperville, Illinois.
Caroline L . (Stephenson) Haugen , B .S.,
2006 , and Greg Haugen on May 31 , 2014.
Nicole M. (Berta) Kornoelje , B.A .,
2006 , and Russell Kornoelje on
February 15, 2014.
Elizabeth A. (Reichhold) Matthews ,
B .B .A. , 2006 , and husband Marcus S.
Matthews , B .S., 2005 , announce son ,
Levi Benjamin , born March 2, 2014. Levi
is welcomed by brother Colton. The
family resides in Fenton.

Fremont.
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Christine S. (Parkes-Schaw) O'Brien , B .S.,
2006 , and husband James R. O'Brien ,
B .B .A ., 2006 , announce son, Sean Owen,
born June 21, 2014. The family resides in
Grand Rapids.
Eric R. Snyder, B .S., 2006 , and Stefanie
( Hosford) Sn yder, B .A ., 2010 , M.P.A .,
2012 , on July 12, 2014.
Ra c hael M. ( Rupp) Tanis , B .A ., 2006,
and Eric Tanis on October 11 , 2014.
Stephanie L. ( Eastling) Chan , B .S.,
2007, and husband Michael announce
daughter, Kai-Lin , born October 10, 2014.
The family resides in Spring Lake.
Megan J . ( Vankoevering ) Dav is, B .S.,
2007, and Victor Davis on August 22,
2014.
Alli son E. Howlett , B .B .A ., 2007, and
Skip Hinkle on August 16, 2014 .
Peter J . (Austgen) Fallon , B .S., 2007, and
Cortney J . (Mokma) Fallon , B .A ., 2008 ,
on August 3 , 2013.
Ra shelle M. ( Siemann) Francour, B .S.,
2007, and Adam Francour on
February 5 , 2011.
Ra shelle M. Francour, B .S., 2007, and
husband Adam Francour announce
son, Ryne, born June 20 , 2012. Ryne is
welcomed by sister Meghan. The family
resides in Menominee .
Michael C. Keast , B .B .A ., 2007, and
wife Sarah Keast announce daughter,
Ruby Jean , born November 5 , 2014.
The family resides in Ada.
Brent D. Mata , B .S., 2007, and Sonal
Dutt Arora-Mata on June 22 , 2012.
Nichole K . ( Stroud) Neumann , B .A .,
2007, and husband Dennis J . Neumann ,
B .S., 2007, announce daughter, Carlie
Renee , born August 22 , 2014. Carlie
is welcomed by sister Ava. The family
resides in Warren.
Brittany A . (Cronin) Allan , B .S., 200 8,
and Russell Allan on May 17, 2014.
Lindsey D. ( Sergent) Burn s, B .S., 2008,
and Matthew F. Burns , B .S., 200 8,
announce daughter Adalyn , born April
18, 2014. Adalyn is welcomed by brother
Easton. The family resides in Jenison.
Dawn A . ( Pohl ) Cook, B .N ., 2008 , and
Jeffrey S. Cook, B .S., 2008 , announce
daughter Marley Ella, born April 29,
2014. Marley is welcomed by brother
Anderson. The family resides in
Westphalia.
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Joseph A . Lewi s, B .S., 2008 , and
Jes sic a M. ( Lander) Lewi s, B .A ., 2009 ,
on November 16, 2013.
Mallory A . ( Ramey) Vredeveld , B .S.,
2008 , and Daniel J . Vredeveld , B .B .A .,
2007, announce daughter Emelia Ramey,
born October 9, 2014. The family resides
in Grand Rapids.
Ashley K . Gist , B .B .A ., 2009, and
Tim Grifhorst announce daughter,
Ava Kaydence , born December 7, 2013.
Ava is welcomed by brother Landen.
The family resides in Hudsonville.
Whitney L. Hers hberg e r, B .A ., 2009 ,
and Elliot J . Michel , B .S., 2011 , on
August 2, 2014.
Adam J . Simons , B .B .A ., 2009, and
Tabitha A . Bell , B .A ., 2010 , on
September 7, 2014.
Amanda M. (Stempky) Pepin , B .S., 2009 ,
and husband Wayne announce daughter,
Allison Marie , born July 20, 2014. Allison
is welcomed by brother Alexander. The
family resides in Simpsonville , SC.

2010S
Stephanie A . ( LeMire) Aikens, B .F.A ,
2011 , and husband Robert R. Aiken s, B .S.,
2005 , announce son , Robert Michael ,
born June 19, 2014. The family resides in
Grand Rapids.
Shav on R. Doyle- Holton , B .A ., 2010 , and
Jason Holton on August 15, 2014.

Amanda R. ( Sieb) Fo x, B .S., 2011 , and
Joseph R. Fo x, B .S., 2011 , announce son ,
Mason Joseph, born July 24, 2014. The
family resides in Grand Rapids.
Melaniero se E. (Straub) Grandy, B .A .,
2011 , and Thomas J. Grandy Jr. on
September 7, 2013.
Matthew J . Tissue, B .S., 2011 , and
Abigail M. (Ostrowski) Tissue, B .S., 2012 ,
on December 21 , 2013.
Alisha (Wallace) Vana s, B .N ., 2011 , and
husband Vincent announce son, Vincent
Jr. , born April 15, 2014. The family resides
in Grandville.
Zachary J . Vano sdol , B .S., 2011 , and
Kelly E. (Mahal) Vano sdol , B .S., 2011 , on
September 1, 2012.
Shannon L . ( Kline) Finkbeiner, B .S., 2012 ,
and Chad Finkbeiner on August 9 , 2014.
Michael A . Kunka , B .B .A ., 2012 , and
Dana R. Kunka , B .S., 2011 , on
September 27, 2014.
Christopher J . Murphy, B .A ., 2012, and
Rebecca ( DeNeef ) Murphy, B .M.Ed .,
2012 , on July 11 , 2014.
Jordin M. (Billinghur st ) Weber, B .A ., 2012 ,
and Ryan L. Weber on October 11, 2014 .

In Memoriam
1980s

Joshua L . Fedewa , B .S., 2010 , and
Kri sten A . (Beidler) Fedewa , B .S., 2009,
on August 3 , 2013.

Jeffrey D. Vereecke, B .B .A ., 1983, of
Adrian on July 21 , 2014

Jacqueline M . ( Dinkel) Roeble, B .B .A .,
2010, and husband Samuel announce
son, Joshua Francis Jerome , born
March 25, 2013. The family resides in
St. Paul , Minnesota .

2010S

Brandon N . People s, B .S., 2010 , and
Chaven A . ( Clark) Peoples , B .S., 2009 ,
on December 14, 2013.
Natalie M. ( Bush) Vi c ke ry, B .B .A ., 2010 ,
and Ken Vickery on July 12 , 2014.
Natalie M. ( Bush) Vickery, B .B .A ., 2010 ,
and husband Ken Vickery, announce son ,
Harrison , born September 7, 2014. The
family resides in Springfield.
Michelle R. (Andru s) Barrows , B .A ., 2011 ,
and husband Cody Barrows , announce
son , Henry Wales, born April 20, 2014.
The family resides in Nikiski, Arkansas.
Anna L. (Constant) Cook, B .A ., 2011 , and
Adam Cook on May 18, 2013.

Shelby Fazio , B .S., 2013 , of Orlando,
Florida , on October 28 , 2014.
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